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Accelo plans Denver expansion, up to 800 jobs 
 

Accelo, an Australian-based software company that provides automation technology to service business and teams, has  
announced its plan to expand rapidly in Denver, bringing close to 800 jobs. Accelo currently has 60 employees worldwide and 
hopes to hire 8-10 people a month for the new Denver office, which will focus on sales and ongoing technical support for  
customers.  

"I couldn't have been more thrilled when Accelo made the decision to select Denver for the location of their new office,” said 
David Taggart, Accelo’s vice president of sales and proud Denverite. 

“In addition to the gorgeous natural surroundings, amazing sunshine, and perfect cultural fit, Denver 
has a world-class talent base that we know will continue the high-level of services our customers 
have come to expect and deserve," he added. 

The firm also cited Denver’s popular destination site for young professionals among its reasons for choosing Denver, and also 
lauded the city’s investment in mobility. “Unlike most of the rest of the United States, Denver has been investing in  
infrastructure—especially transit—for years now, which makes a massive difference to operations and quality of life for any 
team,” the company said on its website. 

The fast-growing software-as-a-service company is headquartered in San Francisco, with the Denver office focusing on sales, 
client success, and business development operations.  

OED worked with their team to choose Denver for the expansion by facilitating conversations with key IT companies that have 
experienced similar growth in Denver and supporting their exploration of Denver’s vast talent pool. Accelo will participate in 
Denver’s local business personal property tax credit programs. 
 

About Accelo, Inc. 
Accelo, the pioneer of Service Operations Automation (ServOps), streamlines operations from prospect through to payment 
through their integrated, cloud-based platform. Thousands of service businesses use Accelo to run their critical client service 
delivery, boosting revenue and productivity and doubling profit margins. Accelo is headquartered in San Francisco with an office 
in Wollongong, Australia. For more information, please visit www.accelo.com.  

About OED 
The Office of Economic Development (OED) is dedicated to advancing economic prosperity for the city of Denver, its  
businesses, neighborhoods, and residents. Working with a wide array of community partners, OED operates to create a local 
environment that stimulates balanced growth through job creation, business assistance, housing options, neighborhood  
redevelopment and the development of a skilled workforce. Learn more at www.denvergov.org/oed. 
 

     

 

To learn more about your reasons to CHOOSE DENVER: 
Turid Nagel-Casebolt   turid.nagel-casebolt@denvergov.org    720-913-1623 
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